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About This Game

The 99 Dragons Clan has been murdered. Even worse, the ancient artifact they guard, stolen. With its power, one can trap the
souls of the living and resurrect those who have crossed over. As Drake, a member of the 99 Dragons, you have been

mysteriously brought back from the dead to right these wrongs. Using supernatural weapons, martial arts and firearms galore,
you will exact furious, brutal revenge and reclaim the artifact before it becomes the ultimate weapon of evil.

Key Features

3D action-shooter visualized in an animated Batman™ style environment

Five seamless game stages with 25 intense missions intertwined with 30 characters in an in-depth storyline

Discover the secrets of the “Undying Dragon” and the 3000-year old conflict of rival supernatural forces

Choose from an array of firearms, short and long blade close combat weapons and thrown melee weapons

Go into slow motion or Freeze Motion™ mode

Utilize ancestral powers to summon a large ethereal dragon to fight at your side

Run up walls and back flip off them while firing your guns in any direction
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Feed on the souls of the dead to replenish your health

Features various improvements over the console releases

Download includes a promotional comic
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Just a fantastic game! I'm delighted with the illustrations of the girls and the gameplay. Thank you very much to the developer
for such a great opportunity to spend time with pleasure. Highly recommend!. You should definetly put a epilepsy warning at
the beginning.
game is nice but you wont play it much for sure there is only 3 songs for 3 difficulty.. One thing I can not abide in a graphic
adventure are badly designed finger-twitching puzzles with no way to bypass them. I'm speaking of the harbor episode. Graphic
adventures are about taking the time to reason out the solutions, even those whose logic can be somewhat bizarre.. I enjoyed
playing this a lot but probably wouldn't recommend it to others due to all the issues. It feels a bit like an abandoned early access
game.

Pros:

 Lots of busy work - wash the dishes, take out the trash, prep ingredients, rearrange your storage, etc. There's always
something to do. The game gives you lots of time before and after work time to get everything organised.

 Lots of new ingredients, meals, customers and upgrades keep it fun for a long time. Cons:

 Customers will just come in and order things you've never made before, and there's no help with figuring out the
recipes. You end up just buying everything because you have no idea what you need which makes storage a
nightmare.

 As the ingredients you can buy are random each day, you often are unable to buy core ingredients. E.g. at the
start a lot of your recipes are tomato based but you can go days without being able to buy more tomatoes.

 The game will randomly handicap you and there's no way of playing around it. Sometimes the machines break
for half the day and that's it - they're just broken and you can't make anything. You just have to stand there and
wait til it's over. I got a notice saying there won't be many customers that day, and then you only have 2-3
customers that day. Nothing you can do about it.

 Laggy. It starts off fine but after about 30 mins of playing I get lag that increases in severity the longer I play. It
fixes itself if I restart the game but I have to do this constantly.

 The art style isn't great. It's not the worst thing ever though.. I wanted to like Plevr, but it is definitely an alpha
level piece of software right now. It should not be paid for at the moment because it may not even work for you,
and if it does, theres a decent likelihood it will be fraught with issues. AKA youre paying to be an alpha tester.

For me, the software is completely inoperable beyond changing environments and moving the screen. I cant
openany menus, my top\/menu button just starts defaulting to a really annoying and loud volume function.
Sometimes this game causes the compositor to crash. Sometimes when I click the window on desktop, the
headset crashes.

I don't understand why this isn't early access. BUYER BEWARE. This is a LIMBO rip-off but is worse in almost
every regard - except the graphics.
But is has some new features: minigames and rescue all "Mudokons".
I do not recommend it but I would say it is playable to some people.
But these aren't necessarily the same who liked LIMBO.
Every inch you progress is a trial-and-error death trap with lots of hidden rooms covered in darkness.
You won't make a lot of informed choices, instead it's more about memorization and execution.
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LIMBO on the other hand is about unique situations and set pieces and creates more atmosphere - therefore it's
more memorable. Toby is not. The overall direction is uninspired.. The reason is that the the class 378 DON'T
WORK NO MORE like even when i run it it say "error" so don't buy it it is a death trap
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Very good so far, figuring out the gimics of the bosses seems to be the most challenging thing. The gank bosses are interesting
(only thing I would say is  Furnace & Smelter seem to be basically clones of eachother, some variation even just visually e.g.
flame colour could make the boss more enjoyable).

This is an amazing game, would highly recommend to anyone who enjoys the Souls series and the like.. Ezra The Stranger is the
indie developer Foremost Games\u2019 first release! And you can tell! It\u2019s a 2D platformer in the style of Limbo and
Inside. Now I say in the style of because in reality it\u2019s a near total rip-off. The visual style is almost identical with a
silhouette foreground and character with more detailed backgrounds to show off the kind of area you\u2019re in. other than the
backgrounds having more colour which actually look a bit out of place they\u2019re basically the same thing.
The platforming is very simplistic, the controls are also very simple but somehow painful to use. Ezra will often drop off ropes
or ladders for no reason or even miss grabbing them at all. Ledges never seem to have any indication that it can be grabbed and
your jumps will often fall short even though you still manage to grab the ledge. This makes timed puzzles really frustrating
because you have no concept of distance.
On the plus side it\u2019s not particularly buggy I did get caught on a dropping wall which stopped me going through even
though it shouldn\u2019t but otherwise nothing major.

If you want to see the video review with some gameplay in the background it's here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=lG3291SutFU. A top choice in DLC, the GE U36B is one of my favorite locomotives,
You definitely want this one. You're going to love it. This is one of the locomotives that I resort to when I can't make up my
mind because it is just fine in every way.. Excellent game. Highly recommended!. Just purchased this OST and I like it so
much.. Cheese, anybody?. This game is for morally bankrupt people and degenerates. How would anyone consider even playing
this filth is beyond me...

10/10 would use tissues again.. For only 0,89 it was grate! very short but entertaning. Love love loooove to have more puzzles
(maybe some without timepresure :p personaly not a fan of that) The grafics was extremy nice even on my barely OK computer.
Very fun small tings to find in the "wizard office" love to have more cool things in there, it was abit dark in there so little hard
to see. did feel a little sad for the guy that didnt get paid T.T poor thing.
The movment was a little slow untill i figure out that it was faster when i move with both controls.
Like to have someting so you can go back to the puzzles again...to you can play the one that you have finished again.. Solid
writing, good art, believable characters, and an interesting plot. The game is short, but it's also free. Definitely worth your time.
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